Shrinky Dink Science
Do you remember the far out shrinky dink kits from your younger days? Well, bring back
the memories and create new ones for your middle schooler by making shrinky dinks
using household materials, while learning about polymers and the science of plastics.

What You Need:
Colored pencils
Sandpaper
Scissors
Hole punch
String
Oven
Cookie sheet
Potholder
#6 plastic container (look at the recycling numbers of the bottoms of containers
around your house. You want the clear plastic typically used as containers at grocery
store salad bars. Alternatively, buy some sheets of #6 plastic at your local craft store
– better yet, try them both and compare results!).

What You Do:
1. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Cut the plastic containers into roughly flat sheets and lightly sand one side with the
sandpaper.
3. Cut the plastic sheets into various shapes. Use the hole punch to make a hole to
thread a string through the shrinky dink after it has been cooked.
4. Use the colored pencils to color the sanded side of the plastic sheets. Be creative!
5. Place the finished pieces onto the cookie sheet. Place the cookie sheet in the oven and watch for the plastic to shrink. Don’t get
distracted: it takes a couple minutes, but once the plastic begins to shrink, it happens quickly! The shrinky dink has “shrunk” once
the plastic is mostly flat on the cookie sheet. The whole process should only take about three minutes, give or take a little.
6. Use the potholder to remove the cookie sheet from the oven. Allow the shrinky dinks a few minutes to cool before handling.
Thread string through the hole if desired.
So what is so scientific about the fine art of creating shrinky dinks? Other than creating a time-warp and bringing us back to the 1970’s,
shrinky dinks are a great example of how thermoplastics are made. Plastics are made of long chain-like molecules called polymers
(meaning “many parts”). Because polymers chains are so long, they can be manipulated to create a wide-range of properties, in this
case for #6 plastic, polystyrene. Polystyrene is a thermoplastic, meaning the long polymer chains are heated and stretched, then
cooled to form the plastic sheet. The polystyrene remains in this “stretched out” state unless something causes it to change. The cool
thing about thermoplastics is that upon reheating the plastic, it reverts to its original state, in other words, it shrinks. This is the same
process used to “shrink wrap” items like food containers or other products that have protective plastic wraps.
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